WRWC’s Partnership with RIDOT
How it Works

WRWC
Build partnerships
Secure match
Get loans if needed
Landscape C&M

Project Agreement

C&M Charter

C&M Easement

Property Owner
Project Agreement Easement for C&M

GI!

RIDOT
Feasibility & Design Funds for C&M
Stormwater Flows Directly to Woonasquatucket River
NO SLOWING NO TREATMENT
Project Steps

- WRWC Gets Agreement for Project from Citizens – Letter
- RIDOT Design Consultant Works w/ WRWC to Apply for BWRF
- BWRF Funds Project!
- Project Charter Signed Between RIDOT & WRWC for C&M
- RIDOT Design Consultant – 30% Design
- Habitat Restoration Team Meeting
- RIDOT DC Helps WRWC Apply for Regulatory Applicability
- RIDOT DC Prepares Bid Package
- RIDOT & Citizens Easement Includes WRWC C&M
- WRWC Solicits Bids, Installs Landscape Elements
- Bidder Selection
- WRWC Construction Loan Secured from RIIB
- Project Construction – WRWC River Rangers Install Landscape Elements
- WRWC Maintains Project 5 Year
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